List of New Books Added to the Library Collection.

- **Employment of Special Forces: challenges and opportunities for the future.** Yadav, V S. Vij Books India Pvt Ltd. New Delhi. 2012. [355.6 YAD (056673)]
- **Retrieving the big society.** Edwards, Jason (ed). Wiley-Blackwell. USA. 2012. [320.520941 EDW (056676)]
- **Northern Areas: crisis and prospects.** Rana, Muhammad Amir & Rathore, Mujtaba. Pakistan Institute for Peace Studies. Lahore. 2007. [320.095491 RAN (056677)]
- **Dynamics of Taliban Insurgency in FATA.** Rana, Muhammad Amir, Sial, Safdar & Basif, Abdul. Pakistan Institute for Peace Studies. Islamabad. 2010. [355.0218095491 RAN (056678)]
- **Understanding the militant’s media in Pakistan: outreach and impact.** Pakistan Institute for Peace Studies. Pakistan Institute for Peace Studies. Islamabad. 2010. [079.5491 PAK (056679)]
- **Radicalization in Pakistan.** Rana, Muhammad Amir & Sial, Safdar. Pakistan Institute for Peace Studies. Islamabad. 2012. [320.53095491 RAN (056680)]
- **Conflict and insecurity in Balochistan.** Pakistan Institute for Peace Studies. Narratives Pvt. Ltd. Islamabad. 2012. [303.60954915 PAK (056681)]
- **Peacemakers: India and the Quest for one World.** Bhagavan, Manu. Harper Collins. India. 2012. [341.520954 BHA (056685)]
- Prabhakaran saga: the rise and fall of an Eelam warrior. Murari, S. Sage Publications India Pvt Ltd. New Delhi. 2012. [954.9302 MUR (056690)]
- **US Taiwan Strait Policy: Origins of Strategic Ambiguity.** Chen, Dean P. First Forum Press. United States of America. 2012. [327.73051249 CHE (056713)]
- **Corporate Power and Globalization in US Foreign Policy.** Cox, Ronald W (ed.) Routledge. London. 2012. [327.73 COX (056716)]
- **War and Conflict in Africa.** Williams, Paul D. Polity Press. Cambridge. 2011. [303.66096 WIL (056719)]
- **Secularizing Islamists?: Jama'at-e-Islami and Jama'at-ud-Da'wa in Urban Pakistan.** Iqtidar, Humeira. Permanent Black. Ranikhet. 2011. [320.557095491 IQT (056720)]
- **Coastal security: maritime dimensions of India's homeland security.** Singh, K R. Vij Books India Pvt Ltd. New Delhi. 2012. [359.00954 SIN (056724)]
- **Inside the Pakistan Army: Woman's Experience on the Frontline of the War on Terror.** Schofield, Carey. Pentagon Security International. India. 2011. [355.0095491 SCH (056726)]
- **Decade of Implementing the United Nations Programme of Action on Small Arms and Light Weapons: Analysis of National Reports.** Parker, Sarah & Green, Katherine. UNIDIR. New York. 2012. [327.174 PAR (056730)]
- **Pakistan: Beyond the 'Crisis State'.** Lodhi, Maleeha (ed.) Rupa Publications India Pvt. Ltd. New Delhi. 2011. [954.91053 LOD (056733)]
- **Decoding the International Code of Conduct for Outer Space Activities.** Lele, Ajay (ed.) Pentagon Security International. New Delhi. 2012. [358.8 LEL (056735, 056736)]


➢ **Hindus as a Textual Community: role of the vedas.** Sharma, Arvind. India International Centre. New Delhi. 2012. [294.5 SHA (056741)]
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